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Abstract. The UML as standardized language for visual object-oriented
modeling allows to capture the requirements as well as the structure and
behavior of complex software systems. With the increasing demands of
todays systems, behavior aspects like concurrency, distribution and re-
activity become more important. But the language concepts of the UML
for describing behavioral aspects are weak compared to its concepts for
describing structures. Besides a lack of visual expressiveness, a deeper
integration with the structure specification is missing. In order to close
this gap, an expressive language for modeling object-oriented behavior is
proposed with the OCoN approach. It describes contracts, object schedul-
ing as well as control and data flow of services in a Petri-net-like form.
A seamless visual embedding of contract specifications into service and
object scheduling specifications is provided by different net types.

1 Introduction and Background

Todays software systems for business, telecommunication and industry often
obtain a high inherent complexity concerning their structure and behavior. Their
development demands construction techniques like multi-layer architectures, fine
grain class structures, distribution, concurrency, reactivity, etc. to meet their
requirements and change over time. The resulting software architecture [28] has
to support maintenance and configuration aspects. The object-oriented modeling
principle allows to abstract and (de)compose system properties systematically.
It offers tools to transform these properties into appropriate object-oriented
structures and behavior.

With the UML [23] exists an object-oriented modeling language which is
widely accepted as de-facto standard. Its rich set of notations allows to ex-
press system requirements, system structures and behavior independent from
any specific software development processes. Moreover, visual or diagrammatic
specifications play a key role in the UML. This is essential for describing com-
plex relationships which rarely obtain a simple linear structure and, hence, make
linear textual descriptions a bad choice. The (possibly concurrent) control flows
through a system when performing different tasks, the different roles and re-
sponsibilities taken, as well as the change of states for resources, are critical to
understand a systems behavior and should be visible. Moreover, to distinguish
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between entities which are to be processed and those which are carriers of activ-
ity, is helpful. Unfortunately, the UML constructs for modeling such behavior are
not as suitable as those for structure modeling. The object-oriented approach has
adopted a single model – entity relationship [6] – for describing structural aspects
and the main approaches [4, 25, 18, 7, 30] differ only concerning the drawing and
annotation syntax. In contrast, the behavioral formalisms support fundamental
different behavior models. Cooperative modeling which puts its focus on roles
and the interaction needed when performing a task is supported by collabora-
tion and sequence diagrams (derived from MSCs [17]); activity and statechart
diagrams [14] are used to model systems in a reactive way. Moreover, the adop-
tion of these notations to object-orientation often lacks a precise semantics and
the UML does not provide any consistent behavior model. Although the behav-
ior elements are embedded by the UML meta-model, the visibility model and
the accessible associated instances are often not represented consistent in the
behavioral diagrams. A deep integration with the structural language concept of
classifiers (i.e. subsystems, classes, interfaces) and relationships is missing. Thus,
a suitable object-oriented behavior language concept with a precise semantics,
which covers structural aspects like distribution as well as behavioral aspects
like concurrency, reactivity and fault tolerance, is not provided by the UML.
A solution has to incorporate both aspects in order to support an integrative
way of object-oriented system modeling. The Object Coordination Net (OCoN)
extension to the UML is an attempt to close this gap. Its precise semantics, its
focus on the coordination aspect and the support for a seamless way of structure
and behavior modeling with the UML makes it a suitable aspirant.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a running example
to further discuss behavior modeling questions is introduced. The requirements
for behavior modeling and the concepts provided by the UML are discussed in
section 3. The OCoN approach and its basic concepts are introduced in section
4. A solution for the behavior modeling problems of the UML using OCoNs is
presented. The article is closed with a comparison and final remarks.

2 Example Overview

A media store software system is used as a running example to explain the
different examined aspects of structure and behavior modeling in this paper.
The example is inspired from the nutshell case study ”video store system” found
in CATALYSIS [8]. The considered media store system (MSS) should support
the management of renting medias like books, video tapes and so on.

The four layer architecture of the MSS (figure 1) where each layer provides a
set of interfaces, emphasizes hierarchical design and separation of concern [32],
by separating system wide concerns vertically into layers. Each layer is further
decomposed horizontally into different subsystems. The subsystem separation
is strengthened using the design by contract idea of [21]. It extends each inter-
face to a contract by adding a protocol. These protocols specify the components
possible external interaction. To reduce complexity, all following considerations
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Fig. 1. Coarse grain structure of the media store example

are restricted to the subsystem MediaShipment. (figure 1, highlighted, and figure
2) which is responsible for the shipment of ordered medias. It organizes Ship-
mentOrders which are created from transfered ShipmentData. A ShipmentOrder
represents a single shipment of a set of ordered medias for a MSS member. It
carries all relevant data for a shipment, e.g., address and payment information of
a member, media codes as well as the processing status of the shipment. Besides
ShipmentOrder, the implementation of the subsystem MediaShipment uses one or
more transport services TransService, a single media stock MediaStock and an Ac-
count as collaborators. The single steps of this task can be described as follows:
extract the ShipmentData from the ShipmentOrder, check out the ordered medias
from the MediaStock, confirm check out in the ShipmentOrder with the current
date, deliver checked out medias to the member address, confirm the delivery in
the ShipmentOrder and handle all needed payment, i.e., pay for TransService and
debit the rent from the member.
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Fig. 2. Fine grained structure of the MediaShipment subsystem
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3 UML Behavior Modeling Concepts

The simplest notation to describe the behavior for a specific task like shipping the
media for an order are sequence diagrams. In figure 3 (upper part) the first part
of a processShiping operation is described. The behavior is assigned to several
classifiers taking part in the collaboration. Interactions are described by arrows
between the object life lines applying the ”idealized time” abstraction.

order:= confirmCheckOut(order)

mediaPack:= checkOut(shipData)

«implementation»

:Media
ShipmentImpl

«contract»

stock_
:MediaStock

«contract»

transport
:TransService

«contract»

order
:ShipmentOrder

processShipping()

shipData:= getData()

order:= confirmDelivery(order)

deliver(media)

order:= confirmCheckOut(order)

mediaPack:= checkOut(shipData)

shipData:= getData()

order:= confirmDelivery(order)

deliver(media)

Fig. 3. processShipping behavior with a sequence diagram

This kind of abstraction works for the strict sequential version (upper part),
but fails when parallel processing or non-deterministic processing orders should
be specified (lower part). Then, no single idealized run-time order can be found.
For example, a non-deterministic order concerning the checkOut and confirmDe-
livery call to stock can not be described. Thus, this specification technique often
results in some kind of over-specification, by choosing one arbitrary strict se-
quential order for each life line.

The Activity diagram formalism provides parallel or non-deterministic behav-
ior defining independent substate spaces operating in parallel with the statechart
and-state-decomposition mechanism. As demonstrated in figure 4, the modeling

BEGIN

BEGIN2

/mediaPack:=
checkOut(shipData)

BEGIN1

/deliver(media)

/order:=
confirmCheckOut(order)

CONFIRM

CHECKOUT

END2

END1

/order:=
confirmDelivery(order)

/shipData:=
getData()

MediaShipmentImpl
::processShipping()

Fig. 4. Parallel processShipping with an activity diagram
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order
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Fig. 5. Parallel processShipping activity diagram with flow objects

problem only tackled with sequence diagrams in figure 3 can be described. The
parallelism is modeled using the implicit and-decomposed states BEGIN1 and
BEGIN2 and corresponding transitions with annotated actions.

An extended specification of the processShipping operation integrates the data
flow using so called flow objects. In this version (figure 5) still the steps for pay-
ment are omitted. Swim lanes, as syntactical sugar, are used to partition the
graph to organize the responsibilities for activities, but a real assignment of
responsibilities to context or parameter instances is missing. This time, activ-
ity states are used to describe calls like checkOut. Additionally, square brackets
are used to denote the protocol state of flow objects. Thus, the flow of a Ship-
mentOrder instance through a confirmCheckOut and confirmDelivery call can be
visualized.

BEGIN1

MediaShipmentImpl
::processShipping()

MediaStockShipmentOrder Account

getData

checkOut

confirmCheckOut

deliver

BEGIN2

«contract»

order
:ShipmentOrder

[Accepted]

confirmDelivery

Set<Shipment
Order>

take

give

TransService

«contract»

order
:ShipmentOrder

[Processing]

:Shipment
Data

:MediaPack

pay

:Invoice

getPayment

getDebit

:Debit

:Payment
Record

1

«contract»

order
:ShipmentOrder

[Done]

Fig. 6. Attempt to model resource state with activity diagrams
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For activity diagrams, the informally introduced flow objects do not describe
any synchronization. Instead, the object flow has to be encoded explicitly into the
underlying state machine. When even resources (associated instances) and their
protocol states are relevant for the synchronization, the mechanisms presented
in the UML version 1.1 [23] are not suitable. For example, a protocol for the used
TransService instance, which restricts a confirmDeliver in a manner that it is only
available after a corresponding deliver call has taken place, can not be modeled
in a compositional way. To overcome this limitation, the UML state machine
formalism has been extended in version 1.3 [22] with a sync state construct, that
allows to describe partial states just like places in Petri nets do.

In figure 6, a possible description of the complete processShipping operation is
shown. Remarkable is that resources can not directly be used as synchronization
source. Instead, an additional sync state (circle with 1), which corresponds to
the resource, has to be used. Thus, the resulting behavior is described in terms of
technical elements with only informal correspondence to classifiers. The OCoN
approach, as outlined later, is build on top of the Petri net formalism. Thus,
no informal ad hoc extensions like sync states and flow objects, which are not
covered by the original Harel statechart notion [14,15], are necessary. Instead, the
influence of flowing object, resources and their protocol states can be described
in a natural way, as, e.g., described in figure 13.

The UML also provides the collaboration diagram notation, which extends
the class diagram view by adding textual annotations with sequence numbers to
describe the behavior. But the behavior aspect, e.g., flow of processed objects
or data, is not supported in a visual fashion. Instead, an extended sequence

1.2:shipData:=getData()
order {local}

1.3a.3/1.3b.2:order:=confirmDelivery(order)

transport {local}

1.3a.3:invoice:=
deliver(mediaPack)

transport {local}

1: processShipping()

stock_ {association}

1.3a.1:mediaPack:=checkOut(shipData)
1.3b.1:order:=confirmCheckOut(order)

«implementation»

:Media
ShipmentImpl

«contract»

:ShipmentOrder
[Accepted]

«contract»

:MediaStock

«contract»

:TransService
[Delivering]

«become»

«become»

«contract»

:TransService
«contract»

:TransService
[Free]

1.3a.2:transport:=take()
1.3b.3:give(transport)

transports_
{association}

«contract»

:ShipmentOrder

orders_ {association}

1.1:order:=take()
1.3b.3:give(order)

«contract»

:ShipmentOrder
[Processing]

«contract»

:ShipmentOrder
[Done]

«become»

«contract»

:Account

«become»

order {local}

1.3b.3:debit:= getDebit()

1.3a.4:pay(invoice)
1.3b.4:getPayment(debit)

storeAcc_ {accociation}

Fig. 7. Collaboration diagram with resource states
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numbering scheme is used, which results in a complex set of textual annotations
spread all over the class structure. A version that integrates resource flow is
presented in figure 7.

Besides task based notations, the external or complete reactive behavior of
classifiers can be described in the UML with statechart diagrams. The external
protocol or life cycle of an object might be specified as well as the whole internal
state space.

INIT CREATE

newOrder(shipData)/newOrder

instructOrder(shipReceipt)/instructOrder

PROCESSING

entry/processShipping()

H

MediaShipmentImpl

instructOrder(shipReceipt)/instructOrder

[orders_->exists(o:o.getState=Accepted)]
INIT CREATE

newOrder

instructOrder

MediaShipment

Fig. 8. Statechart for life cycle behavior of MediaShipment

As presented in figure 8, the MediaShipmentImpl class of the MediaShipment
subsystem and its external representation, the MediaShipment contract, are of
similar structure. The MediaShipment interface protocol is described using the
statechart on the right-hand-side. The operations newOrder and intructOrder can
only be called in alternating order, which results in a state change from INIT
to CREATE and back. The complete behavior is specified in the left-hand-side
statechart, which contains an additional internal state PROCESSING. This state
is entered when an element of orders is in state Accepted. The entry action
labeled processShipping should process one shipment order as described with the
activity diagram of figure 6. The state machine semantics ensures that exact
one such task is processed. Thus, a set of ShipmentOrder elements can only be
processed with this operation in sequential order. The textual annotated actions
of a statechart diagram can informally assign action diagrams to each transition
or entry and exit action. But a formal integration and an overall behavior model
is not given.

4 The OCoN Approach

The OCoN approach [33,11, 13] provides an integration of the behavioral spec-
ifications into the UML structural model using UML stereotypes. Each visible
element specified in a structural model is represented in a consistent manner
in the OCoN behavior descriptions. Its precise semantics is specified in [10]. An
artificial mapping of the structural object-oriented model to elements of the be-
havior formalism as done for the UML behavior notations and, e.g., proposed
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Fig. 9. Simple step semantic of an action

for the object-oriented SDL version in [9] can thus be avoided and a complete
behavioral model covering even dynamic evolving groups of objects and their
interaction is provided.

The behavior is described using events, resource states and transitions for
the event processing, resource usage and resource state changes. This net based
modeling provides an object-oriented behavior model with orthogonal event and
resource processing. By supporting the resources metaphor and using events and
service-calls as abstraction from message passing, a higher level of abstraction
is achieved. It is possible to explicitly handle resources using mechanisms like
selection, locking and consumption. Thus, the needed scheduling for requests or
inner activity may be specified as detailed as appropriate. Three different net
types are used: Protocol nets are used to restrict the supported processing orders.
They describe an obligation for the providing instance. Resource allocation nets
describe the reactive object behavior. A behavior is initiated either as reaction
to an external request or to an observed event. Service nets describe the behavior
associated with a task.

The whole spectrum from untyped abstract behavior to typed operations
with concrete data flow and resource allocation is available (see figures 10 - 13).
Basic events (Event is the supertype of all events) can be used to express basic
synchronization without any specific data flow. Event pools (circles) are distin-
guished from resource pools (hexagons). For resource pools further the exclusive
and imported case (double border lines) are distinguished to indicate whether the
pool is shared with other entities or not. Action symbols (squares) may consume
and produce elements of the pools without any identified operation or carrier
of activity. Each edge from a pool to an action specifies a pre-condition that
must be fulfilled to enable that action. Enabled actions may occur and produce
the resulting elements specified by the post-condition edges. An action first con-
sumes its pre-conditions and becomes active. When the execution terminates
the post-conditions are produced (see figure 9). This abstract behavior speci-
fications can be refined step by step through typing event and resource pools,
adding the resources as carriers of activity (white arrow head) and determining
the corresponding operation and its signature for each action.

The upper part of figure 10 presents a sequential order of abstract actions and
operation calls, while the whole net including the lower part describes a possibly
parallel behavior. It describes a first approximation of the ShipmentOrder task
behavior of the MediaShipment class as described in detail in section 3.
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Fig. 10. A parallel processShipping scenario

The data flow of associated resources can be embedded into a usage sce-
nario. Thus, after refining the action on the left to a getData operation, the
corresponding object flow for the ShipmentOrder protocol net can be described
as presented in figure 11. First, the contained data of a ShipmentOrder in state
[Accepted] are determined using the getData operation. Then the ShipmentOrder
instance is further processed as a parameter in confirmCheckOut and confirmDe-
livery operation calls with resulting states [Processing] and [Done], respectively.
The embedded object flow reflects parts of the protocol of the ShipmentOrder
contract presented in figure 12. Besides the getData operation call, all protocol
usages and the resulting protocol state changes are hidden in the operation calls
confirmCheckOut and confirmDelivery.

The OCoN behavior descriptions are integrated into an UML structure model
by three distinct classifiers which are build using the UML stereotype mechanism.
The <<contract>> stereotype represents a contract combining an interface with
a behavior protocol as described in section 2. It consists of the elements of an
UML interface and a protocol net describing the provided interaction orders. A
class is modeled using the stereotype <<implementation>> which consists of a
resource allocation net and several associated service nets for each task. The

«contract»

TransService

signatures
deliver(MediaPack)
confirmDelivery
(ShipmentOrder[Processing]):
(ShipmentOrder[Done])

protocol net

Fig. 11. A processShipping net with data flow and the TransService contract
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«contract»

ShipmentOrder

signatures

setData(ShipmentData)
getData():(ShipmentData)

protocol net

accept(Date):()success,()fail
startProc()
termProc()

Fig. 12. ShipmentOrder contract

service nets are represented using the <<service>> classifier and describe a task
specific behavior just like methods in programming languages. If such a service
contains relevant coordination aspects, a behavior description with a service net
is intended. Otherwise, the description can be delayed until the implementation
level and a programming language might be used (see figures 11 and 15).

The protocol for the TransService resource presented in figure 11 (right-hand-
side) can be further integrated by adding corresponding resource pools for every
relevant state and describing the processed resource state changes in the net.
This way the service net of the <<service>> processShipping (figure 13) can de-
scribe the final intended behavior, including parallel control flow, object flow and
data flow as well as the resource handling. The checkOut and confirmCheckOut

«service»

MediaShippingImpl::processShipping

Fig. 13. The processShipping service net
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operation calls for the MediaStock resource can occur in arbitrary order while
the deliver and confirmDelivery operations are synchronized in conformance with
the protocol of the embedded TransService contract (figure 13, highlighted).

The left bar of a service net represents always the input parameter list of the
operation signature while the right one represents the alternative return values.
The visualization of an operation call and its signature is usually a miniaturized
version of this net and bars, where the middle part of the net is omitted. This
service call abstraction provides multiple return alternatives and can cover ex-
ception handling. Figure 14 illustrates all typical cases: the call of the service
processShipping from figure 13 with a single output (right above), the call of
accept inside instructOrder with alternative outputs as well as the special case of
the InvalidDate exception thrown by instructOrder. In the service net, an alterna-
tive output in the right bar is used for the exception, too. But it is omitted in the
signature visualization of the call and a special exception edge is used instead
(figure 14, right below). Hence, the exceptional behavior is visually distinguished
from an usual alternative return result.

For the implementation MediaShipmentImpl and its abstract external contract
MediaShipment, see figure 15. Much like the complete and external statecharts
from figure 8, the contract abstracts from the inner activity. The public oper-
ations newOrder and instructOrder are specified in the resource allocation net
using forward actions drawn with a shadow. The inner activity is described us-
ing a usual call action. It is initiated when at least one ShipmentOrder element
of the orders resource is in state [Accepted] and the instance itself is in state
[Init]. Then, one resource is locked and assigned to the new created instance of
a processShipping service net. The resource is released in state [Done] when the
service net terminates. The protocol net of the contract MediaShipment shown in
figure 15 specifies the guaranteed external protocol. It contains only the offered

«service»

MediaShippingImpl::instructOrder

Fig. 14. The instructOrder service net
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«contract»

MediaShipment

signatures

protocol net

newOrder(ShipmentData)
instructOrder(Date)

throws InvalidDate

«implementation»

MediaShipmentImpl

signatures

-processShipping():(PaymentRecord)
+newOrder(ShipmentData)
+instructOrder(Date) throws InvalidDate

resource allocation net

Fig. 15. MediaShipment <<contract>> and <<implementation>>

operations newOrder and instructOrder, as well as the information that they may
be accessed only in alternating order.

5 Comparison

As demonstrated in section 3, the behavior modeling abilities of the UML are
limited w.r.t. their visual expressiveness. When the behavior is complex or as-
pects like concurrency are considered, the provided techniques are not appro-
priate. The inherent object-oriented questions of identifying responsibilities or
the resource allocation can not be modeled in a suitable fashion. The described
problems to tackle object-oriented behavior modeling with one of the presented
UML notations are caused to a great extent by the origins of these notations.
The applied abstraction concepts like idealized life lines, sequence numbers or
explicit state modeling do not fulfill the requirements of visual behavior modeling
for object-oriented designs.

Sequence diagrams allow to describe external or internal traces. MSCs [17],
which are initially a visualization notation for SDL [16] observations, are their
origin which indicates already that they are not dedicated to specification pur-
poses. The idealized object life line abstraction enforces that protocol state
changes, non-determinism or concurrency can not be expressed conveniently and
resembles more an observation than a specification of the behavior. Even worse,
the specification of concurrent interactions in traces introduces additional syn-
chronization, which might be not intended by the designer or is hard to imple-
ment. The collaboration diagrams (formerly object diagrams [26, 5, 4]) are just
a popular textual encoding of the trace information of a sequence diagram via
sequence numbers (see BOOCH [4], FUSION [7] and BON [30]). The graphi-
cal view of the class diagram can be reused, but the behavior specification is
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not visual at all. They do not express any control or data flow in their visual
notation.

The UML specific adoption of Harel statecharts [14,15] named statechart
diagrams are capable of specifying external or internal reactive behavior of a
system component (subsystem, class, component). The powerful state decom-
position mechanisms of the statechart formalism like and-state-decomposition,
history states etc. allow to express even complex state machines in a visual com-
pact form. The original statechart semantics is build on top of a general broadcast
event mechanism which does not really fit into peer to peer connected object sys-
tems. The top priority is assigned to external events which results in a complex
processing semantics. Thus, the semantics has been changed for the UML to
a run-to-completion semantics [27], which is simpler and ensures that external
stimuli are deferred until the internal processing is done, but on the other hand
excludes intra-object concurrency to a great extent. Although an integration of
responsibilities and their protocols is possible using sync states, this construct is
more of an ad hoc extension towards Petri nets than really integrated into the
formalism. Thus, the already complex statechart semantic becomes even more
incomprehensible. Even worse, sync states are only a technical tool of specifying
state spaces in a compact form and there is no clear guideline how to use them
in modeling resource usage and object flow effects. In general, the modeling of
a behavioral problem leads to complex explicit state encodings using statechart
diagrams and does not reflect the underlying resource coordination as explored
when the OCoN approach is applied.

Activity diagrams, introduced in [1], are derived from the statechart formal-
ism, too. They can describe a task specific behavior using marked start and end
(pseudo) states like, e.g., in OORAM [24]. The explicit and-decomposition of
states can be done in a graphically less restricted fashion, e.g., a surrounding su-
perstate is implicitly assumed. Also an extension to cover flow objects has been
defined informally. The combination of state machines and activity diagrams to
integrate the reactive behavior with task specifications like provided for an OCoN
implementation by integrating service nets via forward actions into a resource
allocation net is not supported. When the statechart transition annotations are
used to emulate this integration, the resulting complete behavior is restricted to
the explicitly modeled parallelism. There can be only one active activity diagram
for each transition edge at the same time and thus object internal concurrency
can not be expressed very well.

Such additional state space encoding efforts and problems with concurrency
are avoided when Petri nets are used. They are ”a pure model of coordination”
as Wegner stated in [31]. The OCoN approach provides a direct integration with
the object-oriented structural model of the UML. Most object-oriented Petri
net approaches like [2, 3, 19, 29, 20] instead chose Petri net specific solutions for
synchronization and structure modeling.

The option of complex state decomposition mechanisms for the external pro-
tocol specifications is abandoned for the OCoN approach and instead the seamless
embedding of protocols is of top priority. All aspects of this seamless embedding
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ContractR2
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ContractImpl
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<<service>>

[S1] [S2]

<<service>>
ContractImpl::op2

Fig. 16. Seamless integration of behavior specifications

are demonstrated in figure 16. The used parts of a protocol net can be embedded
into resource allocation nets or service nets as needed (see [13]). The behavior for
a task described by a service net is represented in the calling net by an usual call
action or in the resource allocation net by a forward action. Contract protocols,
which are too complex, are not only a matter of expressive hyper graph foldings
as provided by the statechart formalism. Such complex protocols indicate a bad
design and the interaction and structure should be better decomposed into mul-
tiple independent contracts (see separation of concern [32]), as, e.g., provided
in role-based design methods like [24]. Thus, fortunately the scalability of the
approach is preserved in practice. The inherent true concurrency of Petri nets
allows further to express intra object concurrency by concurrent actions in the
resource allocation net and/or multiple called service net instances that are pro-
cessed concurrently. The step semantic presented in figure 9 provides an intuitive
and simple behavioral semantic. The underlying behavioral model can even be
used to simulate a design in order to evaluate it.

6 Conclusion

The object-oriented analysis and design principle provides appropriate tech-
niques concerning structural aspects of complex systems. But, as demonstrated
in section 3 and 5, the ability to model the system dynamics is limited. The pre-
sented OCoN approach provides a seamless integration of the structural context
elements and puts it’s focus on their coordination. It allows to describe even com-
plex and highly concurrent systems in a way supporting essential object-oriented
concepts like responsibilities and contracts.
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Today, sufficient design documentation becomes an important concern. The
design and analysis of business software requires enormous efforts and mean-
ingful documentation is of great value. The de-facto standard UML can help
to improve the documentation quality by providing a well standardized set of
description techniques. But, besides the presented deficiencies a missing correct
behavior model for the UML prevents from behavior specifications providing an
unambiguous description for complex system behavior. The formal OCoN seman-
tics even covers complex object systems and the behavior description remains
still language independent by restricting it to the coordination aspect. Thus,
OCoNs are also a suitable technique to achieve an unambiguous documentation
for the behavioral aspects of designs.

The ability to simulate system specifications was an important aspect of the
OCoN net language design. The chosen operation abstraction for actions ensures
that even the interaction with associated objects is represented in a consistent
way. By omitting any textual guards, the simple Petri net step semantics is still
a valid abstraction for the system behavior. Thus, a plain behavioral semantics is
provided. The underlying Petri net model further provides several opportunities
concerning model validation and verification. We plan to exploit this potential
and improve the tool support beyond the existing modeling and simulation tool.
The OCoN approach has its origins in the distributed system design and vi-
sual languages area. Further evaluation case studies are in process for embedded
systems, coordination [12] and component design.
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